
NON-CREDIT COURSE OUTLINE

I. GENERAL INFORMATION
I. DATE: 10/26/96

2. DEPARTMENT: Consumer Arts and Science
3. COURSE TITLE: SURFACE DESIGN/FABRIC
4. COURSE NUMBER: 6028
5. COURSE OUTLINE PREPARER: Sandra Ericson
6. DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON'S SIGNATURE, _
7. DEAN'S SIGNATURE _

II. COURSE SPECIFICS

1. TITLE: Surface Design/Fabric
2. NUMBER OF HOURS
3. METHOD OF GRADING: letter grade
4. COUf3.SE REPEATABILITY: yes, no limit for non-credit

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Surface design on manufactured fabric. Emphasis on textiles as art.

Immersion, discharge and resist dyeing, screen printing, stenciling, stamping,
direct painting and marble-printing.

IV. COURSE OBJECTIVES
1. Select appropiate dye or paint for the chosen fabric. -
2. Select and prepare images for the technique and fabric used.
3. Choose appropriate color (s) for image.
4. Demonstrate integration of objectilves 1, 2 and 3 by completion

of assjgned projects.
V. COURSE CONTENT

I- Dyes and paints
a. procion MX fiber reactive-dye
b. assorted textile paints
c. acrylic (water-hased) paints

II- Fahries
a.cotton
b.silk

III-Image
a. select an image to use as a repeat on

one yard of fabric
b. choose method of getting image on fabric,

such as; screen, paint, resist etc.
c. prepare the fabric: dye, discharge etc.
c. prepare the appropriate "tool" to produce

the sUrface design: make screen, make



stamp etc.
IV- Color

a. color theory-
b. study value (dark vs. light)

V- Individual projects: assigned and/or chosen by student
Beginning students will make sample cards of
a 12-step color wheel using the procion dyes.
They will also explore both the properties· of
the dyes and color by making up color formulas
from colors (across the -wheel) . Thev will then
dye yardage (both cotton and silk), create an
image 'unique to them, and with one of the other
techniques, get that image onto their fabric.

Intermediate and continuing students will work
individual projects that are assigned to

them. These projects change each semester.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLGY
1. ASSIGNMENTS: laboratory work, completion of assigned projects
2. EVALUATION: critique of lab work and assigned projects, attendance


